Hiking tour “Laguna Huara Huara” (Wara Wara) (1 day)
 Attractions


This hiking tour is being characterized for its impressive views over the valley of
Cochabamba and the Tunari mountain range with its numerous mountain lakes.

 Description






By private transport we will leave Cochabamba in the morning and start our ascent
through the Tunari National Park, a nature reserve with eucalyptus and pine forest that
is bordering the city to the north. Quickly we will gain on altitude ascending through a
multitude of serpentines. With each serpentine the view down to the city becomes
more and more impressive. Leaving below the forest of the Tunari N.P. we will be able
to enjoy an extensive view over the valley of Cochabamba and the Pico Tunari, the
highest mountain of the majestic Tunari mountain range.
Our hiking tour starts at 3,900 mts. of altitude at the mountain lake of Huara Huara
which is one of the most important reservoirs of drinking water for the city of
Cochabamba. We will ascend through a wild valley which will lead us to a ridge. We
will follow the ridge to ascend a peak of an altitude of 4,350 mts. towering the Huara
Huara mountain lake. The majestic view from the top of the peak captures a great part
of the Tunari mountain range and its numerous mountain lakes. To descend we
choose another valley where we will find llamas and alpacas as well as sheep brought
here for pasturing.
Back at the mountain lake of Huara Huara our lunch box will be waiting for us. After
some rest our private transport will bring us back to Cochabamba where we will arrive
in the afternoon.

 Characteristics




Level: intermediate stage
Walking duration: 4 hours
Duration of the whole trip: 8 hours

 Included in the package





Private transport
Guide (basic English)
Optional: Tour guide English/German speaking (On request)
Supply of food (drink and lunch box)

 Price per person
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Spectacular views above the
city

The Cordillera Tunari
Mountain Range

Houses of “campesinos” on
the way

The drinking water lake
“Laguna Huara Huara”

On the way up

Cactus flower on the way

The “Laguna Huara Huara”
from above

Climbing the highest peak
(4.350 mts.)

On the top

On the way back

Sunset from above the city

Sunset and the Cordillera
Tunari Montain Range
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